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Dunn, SGA discuss student fees to fund library
Austin Ramsey
News Editor

CbrlsWUcox
Staff writer
President Randy Dunn is considering a possible measure to pay for a
new library projected to break
ground some time between 2012 and
2014.
The measure, which Dunn
announced Thesday at the Murray
State University Campus-Wide
Administrators' Meeting, would be to
initiate a bond sale paid for by additional student fees.
Dunn said the completion of the
Science Complex on N. 16th Street is
still No. 1 on the capital projects list
but the University was exploring several payment options for a planned
library.
"We are looking at alternative revenues to possibly allocate for a new
library," he said.
Dunn said he had begun talks with
the Student Government Association
to discuss developing the revenue by
means of student fees, adhering to a
Council on Postsecondary Education
policy stipulating possible fees must
go before all students through a primary action vote.
Dunn said the idea was still on the·
drawing board and was one of many
viable annuity options.
Tony James, associate bursar,
whose office is responsible for the
collection of such fees, said the president bad not formally introduced the
possible measure to that office.
"Sometimes, wtlen you
plans
lilte that (the administration) asks
you to do calculations for cost, but
they haven't asked us to do that yet,"
he said.
SGA President Jeremiah Johnson
confirmed primary discussions were
underway, but that no official details
for the plan had been established.
"This is pretty new to everybody,"
Johnson said.
He said no formal decision on the
part of the SGA body has been made,
but he and his executive body will
meet soon to discuss the plan before
presenting it to the senate.
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While a new library Is not top priority for the University, administrators are consldertno options to pay for the project President Randy Dunn and the SGA are dlscusslncJ a possible
student fee, similar to that which Is paylncJ for the Wellness Center - to fund the estimated $48 million construction project, expected to begin some time between Z012 and Z014.
"(Dunn) is going to come to a town
paid for with the bonds so at the time
funds, the library is slated to cost $48
trative student support center.
ball or senate meeting and the senate
the bonds are paid off- which will be
mllllon, nearly four times more than
In a description of floor plans and
will decide if we want to take that to
the student body," he said.
Johnson said a payment plan 'with
bOndS caveted"'bf"'Sttiaen feet-was
also used to pay for the Bauernfeind
Student Recreation and Wellness
Center.
In that project, he said, the fees
were raised but were never removed
from the students' bills after completion of the project.
Tom Denton, vice president of
finance and administrative services,
said while the Wellness Center project is complete, the bonds themselves have not reached optimal
maturity. The payment process cannot begin until they have.
"The Wellness Center is still being

years from now - the fees will be
the Wellness Center project.
taken off," he said.
Beginn1ng in December of 2002,
those bonds will mature by June 1,
While the Wellness Center project
payment plan tnimilarto the one of-----2033; acctndiDg w the Uriiversity's
which Dunn iJ in talks with tbe SGA,
audited financial statements for flSDenton noted some possible differcal year 2010. At that point, Denton
ences.
said the University will remove the
The University went into an agreecost in student fees.
ment with the city of Murray to pay
Adam Murray, dean of University
for the Wellness Center. The city
libraries, said the new building will
issued agency bonds for which Murhouse student service centers curray State reciprocated through sturently scattered across Murray State's
dent fee-funded payments, Denton
campus.
said.
"The idea of a new library is to act
That project, completed in 2004,
as a learning commons - a facility to
cost the University $10.7 million. The
house and make academic services
seemingly integrated," he said.
average fee for students was $3 per
credit hour. According to the 2008-10
Murray said the existing Waterbudget of projects involving general
field Library will act as an adminis-

University
continues
username
consolidation
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
Racers no longer have to worry about having
a different password for myGate, Racermail,
Blackboard and Murray State network access.
Computer Information Systems is currently
reworking the login system to allow Murray
State students, faculty and staff to use a single
login (user ID and password) across all campus
systems.
Linda Miller, chief information officer, said
providing a synchronized login was identified
as a major objective by students, faculty and
staff several years ago.
"Now that we have implemented the core
functionality o! myGate, we can start the
process of consolidating those accounts,"
Miller said.
Miller said consolidation of personal
accounts began last spring and has been mov,ing forward.
"We began a process that tied the user ID for
the network login to automatically match the
myGate login," Miller said. "That move has now
been completed, and during the summer we

ion by Erin

Murray State Is wortlfl9 to consolidate user IDs and passwords on myGate, Racermall BlackBoard and the
netwoB login system. Completion of the project Is expected by the first of the year.
completed the transition of the Blackboard user
IDs to match the myGate and network login."
Work on the login system should not cause
any disruptions in server operations, Miller
said, and any downtime would be negligible.
"This fall we plan to complete the transition
of all email account IDs to match the other
three systems," she said. "This will only affect
people (students and employees) who have
been at the University longer than three years.
All email accountf distributed in the past three
years are already in the myGate format."
Cassidy Palmer. associate director of technology, said she and Garrett Wheatley, help' desk
and user services manager, are working on
email username changes that are a piece of this
much larger project.
·~t present the transitions have been fairly
smooth with little or no major issues reported

from the technical coordinators involved," she
said.
Palmer said many people on campus have
already switched to the new myGate format.
"So far, several Jarge administrative groups
and colleges have made the transition from the
old email format (firstname.lastname) to the
new myGate format," she said.
Miller said the more difficult tasks lie ahead
for the information systems department.
"Once aU email accounts have been transitioned to the new format (we anticipate this
will be complete by the first of the year), information systems can tackle the consolidation of
passwords," Miller said.
She said all of the work would be done inhouse, incurring little to no extra cost at the
University's expense.
•This is a complex process that will likely

services document, the new library is
expected to include the written and
oral communication centers, an honors saite,-a map room and a<:eotet a ~~~
technology in learning and teaching
classroom and conference room.
All special collections, genealogy
and local history collections along
with University archives, which currently exist in Pogue Library, will be
moved to the new library as well
It will also house several computer
labs, a research analysis lab, two public verandas and a dining area accessible outside the library, seating more
than SO people.
Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@
murraystate.edu. Contact Wilcot at
cwilcox2@murraystate.edu.

take several months. but will result in only *;)ne
password for all systems. Until that proc:ess is
complete, users will have to manually chliDge
passwords for each system if they want them to
aU be the same."
Keely Netz Doctorman, alumna from Hopkinsville, Ky., is an employee of Breathitt Veterinary Center in Hopkinsville and is supportive of the changes, citing the new login will
simplify fllling out her timecards.
"I am glad that they're doing it," she said. "I
think that if they're trying to make myGate aU
inclusive, then it makes much more sense to
have it all together. Having to have two different passwords that obey two different rule sets
and change on completely different schedules
just to do my timecards and my email is frustrating."
Murray State alumus Eli Hooten, now a
research assistant studying computer science at
Vanderbilt University, said Murray State was
behind the times concerning single log-ins and
discussed how Vanderbilt handles its online
interface.
MAt Vanderbilt, single .sign-on is really convenient for accessing the myriad of services
offered here," Hooten said. "Online journal
access, email, billing, transcript requests,
scheduling - it's all handled electronically and
accessed via the single sign-on process."
Hooten said he was glad to see Murray StJte
taking a step forward in technology, but did
warn of the possible dangers of all-access usernames and passwords, citing the possibility of
identity theft causing headaches for network
administrators.
"Single sign-on can be a disaster in the event
of a security breach," he said. "If I obtain your
email password. for example, I can delete all
your emails, make 1,000 transcript requests and
send them aU to your house, sign you up for
four sections of underwater basket weaving and
cancel any pending payments you may have on
your student accounts."
•
Contact Marlowe at edward.marlowe@
murraystate.edu.
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DOiS University; Cutchin Field, free
with Racercard
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FlU Arta Ce.Dter, open to all
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Theater, free

"'Run

Crazy"; brick iton aates, fRe

•2 p.m. aDd .. p.m. Softbtll,.. Mlcl

Continent University; '"Racer Pleld.
~with Raee~Urd

•5 p.m. lntemadonal CUltures aM
Languages Association ad M'ochm
Language, "<>ktobel'fer! Ita~
Club,$5
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International
KNever Let Me Go"; Curri.l Center
Theater, free

•8:30 a.m. Women's Center "Crazy In
Love"; Wrather Musewn. o~n to aU
..,. p.-.. The Public Relations Student
Socie~ of America; Room 1~. Wil·

sop Hall, open to all
•S p.m. CUl'rli Center: Fall Festival;
Curris Center, open to aU
e5 p.m. Leadership Connection Work·
shop Series, "Investing"; Barkley
Room. Curris Center, o~n to all

•7 p.m. Haunted Belle of the South:
304 North 6th Street, Paducah, Ky.,
$12

Police Beat
Oct.l3
2:47 a.m. A caller reported a
medical emergency at White
College. Art officer and an ambulance were notified. The
person was transported to the
hospital.
9-.23 a.m. A caller reported a
vehicle collision with a parked
car in Regents College parking
lot. An officer was notified.
The vehicle w:ts gone on the
officer's arrival.
11:31 p.m. The Murray Police
Department reported a possible shot heard ncar Roy Stewart Stadium. An officer was
notified and everything appeared normal.

Oct.l4
6:44 p.m. A caller reported a
burned cigarette found in New

Richmond College. The Murray State Police and the Murray Fire Department was
notified. Upon the officer's arrival, it was determined the
cigarette was intact and bad
not been lit.
6:S3 p.m. A caller reported a
possible odor of marijuana in
New Richmond College. The
Murray State Police were notified and an officer checked the
area and found nothing.
U:46 p.m. An officer issued a
citation to Evan Campbell,
freshman from Hopkinsville,
Ky., for possession of alcohol
by a minor and a verbal warning for failure to usc a turn sig-

1:42 p.m. A caller reported harassment at Hart College. An
officer was notified and took a
report for criminal mischief.
10:25 p.m. A caller reported
theft of property in Hester
College. An officer was notified and took a report for theft
by unlawful taking less than
$500.

Oct.l6
5:59 p.m. An officer was notified of an attempt to locate a
stolen vehicle in Murray.
7:11 p.m. A caller reported he

naL

Oct. IS
10:01 a.m. The Murray Police
Department reported a car
was on fire at Racer Arena. An
officer: Murray Fire Department and state fire marshal
were notified. ·

locked his keys inside his vehi·
cle in Franklin College parking
lot. An officer was notified.
The officer was unable to open
the vehicle.
9:09 p.m. A caller reported he
loclced keys inside of his vehicle in the Winslow parking lot.
An officer was notified and the
vehicle was opened by the officer.

Oct.l7
ll:2l LID. A caller reported a
hit and run vehicle accident at
the Public Safety Building. The

Murray State Police were notified and took an information
report.
2:42 p.m. A caller reported
stolen property from Hart Col·
lege Computer l.ab. An officer
was notified and took a report
for theft by unlawful taking
more than $500.
3:29 p.m. A caller reported a
stolen or lost item in Waterfield Library. The Mlll"r.\y State
Police were notified and took
a report for theft by unlawful
taking less than $5'00.

Oct.l8
10:50 a.m. A Murray State Police officer reported a parking
violation in the Franklin College parking lot. The vehicle
was towed at the request of the
Murray State Police depart·
ment
.
12:59 p.m. A caller reported
they were stuck in an elevator
in Wells Hall. The Murray
State Police and Facilities

Management were notified.
The occupants were off the el·
eva tor prior to the officer's arrival.

Oct.l9
3:18 p.m. A caller reported an
elevator not functioning properly in White College. Facilllties Management was notified.
7:41 p.m. A caller reported a
dog was
the area near Hart
, College. An officer was noti·
fled and the caller was referred to another jurisdiction.
8:48 p.m. A caller reported a
vehicle accident o ccurred on
Oct. l8. An officer was notified
and took a collision report.

in

Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 2
Arrests- 0

Assistant New~ Editor Haley
R&.tssell compiles l'olice Beat

w1th materials provide(.( b=
y ~~~
Public Safety. Not all dis·
patched calls are l isted.
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We are paying too .much ~!~~~~~~.:~!~~~~c:p~~!!:!~
In today's
environment
of
crashing
markets and
slashed fmancial ratings I
begin to grow
tiresome and
disillusioned
}oDatban Rowland by the same
senior from
monotonous
Jonesboro, Ill.
rhetoric
of
how we must act now so that
future generations can participate
in the American dream.
Every time I hear this quote on
TV debates 1 cringe, every time I
read this in the newspapers I sigh.
For I feel like the greatest hindrance to our generation's prosperity is constantly ignored in politics,
media and society as a whole. This
roadblock to prosperity that I am
alluding to is the massive never
before seen amount of debt that
our college graduates graduate
with.
According to the National Center
for Education Statistics, the average college student who uses financial aid, which is 66.8 percent of the
entire u.s. student population, wm
graduate in 2012 owing $33,247.
Collectively, 2012 US graduates
owe more than $70 billion in student loans! ($70,644,321,760 to be
exact). Overall, the entire amount
of un-paid student debt counting
both private and federal loans has
almost reached $1 trillion.
In fact, total student loan debt
outstanding exceeded total credit
card debt outstanding for the first
time in June 2010. The prosperity
of this country rests on the backs of
middle to high income earners who
are represented largely by persons
with college degrees, to handicap
this upcoming generation of earners with such a large debt is to
handicap the idea of the "American
dream" and our nation's recovery.
So what can be done?
How can and should we address
this impending disaster? Well for a
start, it's time for our political leaders, media and society to quit
ignoring and begin discussing how
to deal with this problem before it
becomes a permanent fixture upon

the staff opinion in the Oct. 14
son people are so upset with
our generation.
edition of The Murray State
your organization. AnonyOne possible solution that needs News)
mous jeers are the fodder of
to be discussed is the increase of
· forums like Topix.
direct and indirect forms of educaI'm a little confused here.
Are you honestly telling us
tional subsidization by federal, You published this opinion
that any opinion on any topic
state and private entities. Where piece obviously to justify
sent to your publication will
federal budgets see cost, I see your jeer of Take Back the
make that week's issue?
investment. Where state programs Night, saying that journalists
Racism, sexism, homophobia
see numbers, I see opportunity. do not write this section. And
and profanities are all welWhere private enterprise sees yet, while articles and letters
come and readers should
expenses, I see incentive. It's time written by other students and
learn that 'the world is "full of
that our nation's public and private faculty bare the names of ideas" that we disagree with?
institutions begin thinking in this those who submitted their
After all, this is the opinion of
manner.
opinions, names are conspicthe public, and I'd hate to see
By receiving a higher education uously absent from the
your organization stoop to
and learning specialized skills, we Cheers and Jeers section,
censoring any opinion within
as college graduates are very pro- leaving readers to believe
this holy section.
ductive to society both publicly that, like Our View, Cheers
and privately. We fill the public and Jeers is the majority opinAsia Burnett
offices and private offices, we are ion of the editorihl board of
graduate
student from
the inventors and the innovators, The Murray State News. I may
Fulton,
Ky.
and we are the CEOs and leaders of be wrong on that, but this
NGOs. Yet for all of this opportunity and prosperity we bring to the (This letter is a response to
strenth in prayer and this
table, many university students are the commentary "The power
freedom is one of the things
forced into the dregs of poverty to of reason" in the 6ct. 14 ediour country is founded upon.
attain the tools in which to become tion of The Murray State
Many people in America
such a productive force.
News)
have public demonstrations of
Yes, we are somewhat compenwhat they believe in politicalsated by being able to receive highy pray. I pray everyday. I
ly, culturally and spiritually
er paying jobs than people without pray without ceasing and I am
and we all have the right to do
college diplomas. However the unafraid to say that publicly.
so.
benefit we give to public and pri- My faith in God and Jesus
But Mr. Zingrone seems
vate spheres far out-weighs the Christ is the foundation of my
incensed by the very thought
benefits that we receive. Many life. I don't believe that I have
of prayer. I wonder if he is
governments and societies besides ever burt or oppressed anyequally offended by other
our own have came to the same one with my prayers and I
expressions of belief? It is
don't believe that anyone has
conclusion as I have. .
very easy to make fun of a
They realize that by paying now ever hurt me with their own
faith you don't share or
they gain later. It's time our own beliefs in prayer.
understand but it doesn't help
What I don't understand is
government and society begin to
anything. People of faith are
look toward this idea of the "long why Mr. William Zingrone is
easy targets because it seems
term" gain for inspiration.
so threatened by prayer. If he
to be the last acceptable prejDoes this mean the average believes prayer is so uieffecudice. A similar attack on any
American paying higher taxes? Yes. tive, such a ridiculous waste
other form of expression
Does this mean that corporations of time, ~by would he spend
would raise a huge public outand the top 1 percent should give his time composing such a · cry. Thankfully in America
more? Hell yes. But no matter what sarcastic, bitter letter about it?
we still have the right to pray
echelon of the class scale we Many people don't have belief
publicly and privately and Mr.
believe ourselves to be a part of in the effectiveness of psyZingrone I will pray for you.
one thing remains the same.
chology but, don't thlnk Mr.
Our nation's economy, prosperi- Zingrone would like his life's
Mike Dillon
ty, and stability relies upon a solid work to be disparaged in a
middle to upper clasS that is similar fashion. People of all
staff member from
Benton, Ky.
increasingly staffed by college faiths find comfort and
graduates. If we all continue_Jo_-1~-~----~---------------
ignore this crushirig debt that COllege graduates inherit. Then every
single one of us, graduate or not,
will pay the price.
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Jaywalking

Fireside chats
It should come
as no surprise to
say I love to write.
And in loving to
write there is the
equal love to read
as well. Writing is
the very best form
of communication
John Walker our species has
Opinion Editor ever developed.
Along with the
spoken language there are probably
no better attributes. In the past few
years though I have seen an increase
in the inability of people to communicate through our traditional means.
Whenever conflict arises there is no
reason for us to forget these concepts, whether it is on a micro or
macro level.
Unfortunately my generation has
decided the best way to deal with
conflict is to allow a complete breakdown in communication. Whenever
someone takes a misstep or speaks
their mind they become cut off. I
used to think this phenomena was
unique to Republicans, but as it turns
out that is not the case.
There will always be people we
disagree with and certainly there will
be those you wish you had never
met. At the point we realize this we
should take full advantage of the sit- •
uation and talk to this person. The
only way to deal with an unbearable
personality is to try and understand
it. Everyone is the way they are for
reasons which will never be understood. The life experiences of those
around us are beyond even our most
empathetic tendencies. We take the
time to understand our closest
friends but never our most hated
,
enemies.
This is certainly true in inter~
tional conflict. How much did the
American public understand the
Middle East before we started two
wars there? Certainly not nearly so
much as when we started to regret
those wars. Even here on campus I
have found a rewarding aspect of
college ~o!i,.so.close to so many who

atsagree. '

i'PCV

Many of tlie contacts I have made
over the past five years are with students and faculty who I have nothing
in common with. But the respect and
courtesy I afford them is returned
just as often. There are times when 1
am on the brink of imploding
because of this practice, which is
why patience is so important. Above
all else we must learn to be patient
with one another.
This practice is becoming increasingly harder in a world where every
other person has ADHD and technol- '
ogy is our fastest growing medium.
This lack of discipline is affecting
our ability to walk in any other person's shoes and listen to their story.
If this cannot be mended we will
soon reach a point in our social
structure that could resemble the
Victorian Era. All this does is create
a divided structure of what is and iS
not acceptable within society.
The best way to curb this possibility is to follow the prescribed method
from above. After all, this is the first
step to making a better world.
Contact Walker at john.walker@
murraystate.edu.
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Kentucky conducts reviews on aging bridges
Samantha Vlllanaeva
Staff writer
The Kentucky Department of
Transportation is completing a round
of statewide bridge inspections following the discovery of weakening
steel on a Louisville. Ky., bridge.
Keith Todd, district I public information officer for the Kentucky
transportation cabinet, said the
administration caught wind of the T1
steel problem when the Sherman
Minton Bridge, the I-64 connector
between Kentucky an.d Indiana over
the Ohio River, was closed off for
some time due to cracks appearing
during an inspection.
Inspections on other key bridges
are due to similar findings.
' The Federal Highway Administration declared the structures of some
of Kentucky's bridges must be looked
over. This is after the steel most of
them are built of, T1 steel, has been
found to turn brittle as time goes on.
According to the United States
Transportation Agency, more than 25 .
percent of the countries' bridges are
;'rated as structurally deficient or
functionally obsolete."
I Because of the increased cost of
building materials, low funds and the
h-avel demands, 30 percent of the
6oo,ooo bridges in the United States
rave lasted longer than the so years

their plans originally laid out.
All bridges in Kentucky undergo
routine inspections every two years.
Bridges needirig repair have the
inspections every year, according to
the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet's Public Affairs office.
Todd said the administration has
been quick to take action.
"Because of the cracks in
Louisville, we came to the conclusion
that the problem was the n steel," he
said. "We realized it was probably a
safe bet to review the plans of the
other bridges in the group. which are
a total of eight bridges."
One of those bridges the 1-24
bridge at Metropolis.
Christina Hall, junior from Paducah, Ky., said she was glad the bridge is
getting some attention.
"This is reassuring the safety of our
roads and people in Paducah and
Metropolis," she said. "It helps me
feel better about living in Paducah.
knowing that if I decide to travel out
of the city to Illinois, I'll be safe."
Todd said inspectors testing how
much longer the TI steel • used mainly for connecting two larger steel
pieces to create a long connection will last and fix any discovered
cracks. The steel is used in other
local bridges such as the Henderson
Bridge.
"The steel was largely used in 1960

Photo courtesy of the Kentucky Department of Transportation

Several brldQes In the area are belnQ Inspected for cracks and Imperfections due to low funds and lnaeased costs In bulldiOQ materials.
construction was completed.
sure the people of Paducah and llliand 1970, and while it is strong, it i.s
also brittle as well, as we have seen
on the Sherman Milton Bridge up in
Louisville," Todd said.
Indiana repaired its side of the
bridge through a borderline retrotitting of river bridges, Todd said.
The IndiAna side of the bridge was
renovated 10 years after the initial

Todd went on to say that, though
the bridges are undergoing inspections, it is strictly reassuring the safety of.the bridges for the public.
"Right now, there are no on-set
problems besides the cracks that we
have seen so far," he said. "This is
mainly a precautionary step to make

Election 20ll

~epublican c;mdidate

joins parade

Baley Russell
Assistant News Editor

I

Senate President and Kentucky Republican gubernatorial candidate David
Williams led the Murray State College
Republicans in the annual Homecoming
parade Saturday.
Williams said participating in community events such as the parade shows Kentuckians his commitment to the region
and the state.
"I think it's important for candidates
and public officials to be involved, especially in our universities," be said.
Williams said he attended the parade in
order to pay respects to the University
and the community.
Meeting new people with views differently from his is one of the reasons why
Williams enjoys participating in community events, :he said.
"I think that you always get to meet new
people - you get ideas," Williams said.
"'Everywhere I go, I have an opportunity to
listen to people."
While he has been traveling, Wtlliams
said he met with an employee at the Ford
Motor Co. plant in Louisville, Ky., about
the corporation's existing two-tiered pay,ment system by which employees that
work for the company for a long time will
get paid more money than the employees
that do the same job, but for lower wages.
The Ford employee suggested Williams
work with incentives for large corporations to give financial advantages to create
more jobs in Kentucky.
'
"It brought that to my attention, that
people are really focused upon, what is it
for the worker? What's in it for the ranking file person, what's in it for the entrepreneur?" Williams said.
Between two job offers, one in Tennessee and one in Kentucky, Williams said
there will be an 8 percent pay increase if
you choose to work in Tennessee. because
the personal income tax is not implemented there.
"Those sort of things are the things people talk to me about," be said. "I think one
of the mistakes that Gov. Besbear has

Sophie McDonald/The News

DaVid Williams leads the Murray State ColleQe Republicans in Saturday's HomecomlnQ parade.
made in the campaign, whether he wins or
whether he doesn't win, is not having an
agenda and not talking about his agenda."
Williams' agenda is available at
williamsfarmer.com.
Williams, who presented his agenda at a
campus meeting several weeks ago, said it
is detailed, describing job growth and
retention.
"I'm very focused on transparency of
agenda and allowing people to make comments, and that sort of thing," Williams
said.

Kate Watson, senior from Henderson,
Ky., and president of the College Republicans, said the organization invited
Williams, John Kimper and Bill Johnson to
walk in the parade in order to encourage
Kentuckians to vote Republican.
"Kentucky is traditionally very ' Democratic and it is changing," she said.
Watson said she wants to see Republican voters elect a conservative governor
in the upcoming election.
Contact
Russell
at
hrussell@
murraystatc.edu.

nois do not have this worry."
Said Todd: "Our main reason for
making sure the bridges are safe
enough for the public and making
sure those bridges last as long as possible."
Contact Villanueva at svillanueva@

murraystate.edu..

Public relations class
creates artists' campaign
Court:Dey Laverdure
Staff writer

The advanced public relations class, JMC 491, is getting a
chance to work through creating a real public relations campaign
for an up-and-coming artist and author.
The client, Haley Moss, is a 17-year-old from Florida who has
dabbled in the arts since she was 6. Moss is also high-functioning
autistic.
Her artwork has been featured on NBC, CNN, PBS and SFL39
in the Miami area, as well as appeared in major magazines,
national newspapers and interspersed across the Internet.
She has donated her artwork mostly to fundraising for autism
and was even the highlighted artist for the Dan Marino "Walk
About Autism," WXEL PBS "Mar-A·Lago," Unicorn Foundation
"Time Flies" and the University of Miami/NSU Center in Autism
and Related Disabilities "AutuMn Moonlight" and "Tropical
Nights."'
Moss has also published her own hook titled, "Middle School:
The Stuff Nobody Tells You About."
The JMC 491 class held a focus group 1\lesday and Thursday to
decide how best to serve their client and bring awareness to her
cause.
"We were put in contact with Haley through Ms. Thomas in the
Public Relations department who is originally from Florida," Kate
Rasgorshek, senior from Crossville, Tenn., said.
The focus group started with questions about their reactions to
Moss' art using three to five words to describe it. They were then
· asked to use three to five words to describe autism.
They discussed the level of awareness dealing with autism and
gave room for the topic of personal experiences and knowledge.
•we had to devise a survey and know everything about Moss
that we learned via email and a Skype interview with her dad,"
Emily Spiegelhalter, senior from Louisville, Ky., said. "We .had to
research autism as well since none of us were experts."
The discussion leaders, Spiegelbalter and Lizzy Fillback. asked
participants bow they would market the artwork and which
celebrities they think would encourage people to participate in
autism fundraising events.
They asked for feedback on various charities and philanthropies the focus group members have been involved in, what drives
them to play a part in them and what they gain from their donations of time or money toward that cause.
The JMC 491 classe are broken into three or four groups and
each team had its own motto, mission, plan. purpose and goal for
Moss and they create their own campaign to present to her, her
father and Robin Orvino, public relations lecturer, Rasgorshek
said.
The class compiles all the information gathered from the focus
groups, and once they have their research, all the teams will be on
a level playing field, she said.
Rasgorsbek said these teams get to draw on the knowledge they
have obtained in the last four years to put into their campaign.
Contact Laverdure at courtncy.laverdure@murraystate.edu.
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Centershots

Real champions
They did it. They made it to the
Olympics despite all the adversity
and obstacles thrown in their path.
Displaying courage, persistence
and sportsmanship the team should
have been celebrated and honored
for its great achievement on the
world's stage, but most people don't
know about this exceptional U.S.
Olympic team.
You see, they aren't like most athletes. They don't have every limb or
physical advantage and they don't
have a huge following.
What they do have, however, is heart. grace and a
genuine love for their sport and country.
They are the U.S. Women's Paralympic Volleyball
team.
The team doesn't play standing up or in wheelchairs
but instead come to the court, remove their prosthetics
and play sitting down. They scoot around on the floor
and hit the volleyball over a lowered net to the other
side.
The game is played at a much faster pace than the
standing volleyball most of America is used to-player
reactions have to be quicker and stronger, you have to
rely on your teammates more and you must anticipate
what's going to happen before it does.
That strong physical and mental performance on the
court creates the courageous appearance of a Paralympic athlete, yet when you look at the women on the
Paralympic Team. you don't just see an injury or notice
they have a limb missing, you see how truly beautiful
they are on the inside and out
Their personalities are amazing and the odds they
have overcome to get to this place in their lives are as
exciting as the game they love.
Take Brenda Maymon and Lora Webster for example,
two of the original players from the first Women's Paralympic Volleyball Team in 2004. I met them during a
stay at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado
Springs in 2009 and their inspiring stories continue to
touch my heart.
Webster, 20-year-old native of Phoenix, Ariz., developed osteo sarcoma bone cancer at an early age and
went through chemotherapy before doctors had to
amputate below and then above the left knee. Doctors
then rotated the lower leg 180 degrees and reattached it
at the thigh. They were able to save the nerves and she
bas full feeling in her leg.
"I played standing volleyball in high school and
because I was the only one in the school who had a
prosthetic; they didn't know how to handle it," she said.
"They would tell me I couldn't use my (prosthetic) to
play because it had metal on it and I would either have
to take it off or sit on the bench. I said, 'but that's my
Leg.' They never really understood.''
Maymon. 21, from Edmond, Okla., had a similar experience in high school but cancer wasn't the cause of her
amputation.
When Maymon was 6 years old, she slid under the
blades of a riding lawn mower and severely damaged
her leg. The doctors were able to save her leg through
the flrst night but had to amputate the next day.
"I was very self-conscious about it for a long time."
she said. "I would only wear jeans, never shorts. It took
a long time to accept it. Now, I don't care, I wear shorts
and capris."
Webster had the same reservations.
"I still don't like to wear shorts unless I'm out with
my family, then it doesn't bother me," she said.
Despite the obstacles, they persevere like the champions they are.
The ftrst Women's Paralympic Volleyball Camp was
held in 2003, but at the time there weren't many women
to choose from to make a Paralympic Team.
"It was all about .fmding amputees, not necessarily
people who could play volleyball, but amputees we
could train," Maymon said. "Our team was only together six months before the '04 Olympics in Greece. and
· we still won the bronze medal."
Today, the team is large and strong, fJ.lled with athletes like Webster and Maymon with stories just as
powerful. However, Webster said it's hard for new team
members just like it was hard for her when she flrst
started playing on the team.
.
"It's hard to accept that you're on a Paralympic Team.
it's like everyone is looking at you through a glass cage,"
she said.
"like we're in a circus," Maymon added.
Th.king the feeling of an outcast and turning it around
for the better, the team worked hard to unite and to
become the best in their virtually unknown sport. and
after only being together siX months - they did it. They
made it to the Olympics despite all the adversity and
obstacles thrown in their path. they won bronze in their
flrst appearance on the world's stage, only to come back
four years later to win silver in the 2008 games.
Displaying courage, persistence and sportsmanship
every step of the way, they earned their positions as
Olympic athletes. They earned Olympic medals. They
earned encouragement and respect. Not only that - they
deserve it.
Their story is the representation of thousands like
them. Stories of amazing athletes competing at all levels around the world who suffer from physical restrictions they refuse to let stop them.
I believe each of us have self-imposed restrictions
which can be more crippling than the injuries these
amazing athletes have endured. The question is
whether we will allow our restrictions to be a stepping
stone or a stumbling block in our journey to reaching
our dreams.
May each hurdle you encounter be a platform that
propels you to greatness beyond your wildest imaginings.
Contact McDonald at .smcdonald3@murraystate.edu.

Senior Kirsten Yunker competes In the 2010 Rodeo last October.

BO·DNDIN' DP TO ·BE THE BEST

60-member club team eyes return to Collegiate National Finals Rodeo

Murray State is saddling up this year for the debut of the 20ll12 rodeo club-team. Since its start in 1976, the team has been the
top contender in the OZARK region, which consists of all collegiate rodeo teamS east of the Mississippi. The team competes in
10 rodeos every year.
The rodeos consists of 10 events.
Men may compete in bull riding, calf roping. team roping, steer
wrestling, saddle bronco riding and bareback riding.
Women may compete in barrel racing, goat tying, breakaway
calf roping and team roping.
Both men and women compete for individual points and winners can earn individual money.
Coach J.D. VanHooser, professor of animal science, said he is
conf1dent in the results of the riding team.
"This year, our men are very strong in our rough stock events that's bareback riding and saddle riding," VanHooser said. "When
they get their heads in the game, they will sbow even more
progress."
The girl's barrel racing is strong as well, he said.
"We have a lot of barrel racers this season and some great horses which improves their time," he said.
Though the rough stock events are nothing to mess with. VanHooser said he would like to see improvement on the timed
events such as cattle roping and goat tying.
"Both the cowboys and cowgirls need to keep up with what
their potential is with their times," VanHooser said.
Of the 60-member team this year, two-thirds of them are freshmen. VanHooser said this means there is much inexperience on
the team and the transition from high school to collegiate rodeo
can be a difficult one.

The team is a formidable contender in the OZARK region and
often has cowboys and cowgirls go on to the College National
Finals Rodeo. At the end of the rodeo season, CNFR takes the top
three competitors in each event and the top two teams battle for
the championship.
"Last year, we had three rodeo team members go to CNFR."
VanHooser said. "We're very established as the only rodeo team
jn Kentucky."
Being the only collegiate team in Kentucky, the Racers have to
travel to states such as Alabama, Arkansas and Mississippi to
compete.
-we travel a lot, but it's a small price to pay," VanHooser said.
"It's about the love of the sport."
Unlike many team sports, rodee requires the cowboy or cowgirl to have a feel for the animal, because their performance relies
on the bull they're riding or the calf they're tying.
"'t's a tough mental sport as much as it is a physical one," VanHooser said.
Of the upperclassmen team. senior Kirsten Yunker qualified to
go to CNFR, fmishing 18th in the world for barrel racing and is
passionate about the rodeo.
"It's a great release and relieves stress for me,• Yunker said."'
think the rodeo is an addiction. You just go out and do it and
eventually love it. It's more than just a sport for me."
Another returning upperclassman this year is junior Logan
Corbett, a bareback rider and team calf roper, who said the team
has a great relationship.
"The friendships you accumulate in rodeo are awesome," Corbett said. "Even though you're competing against other people,
they're still your friends and you want to see everyone do well..
The team's next home rodeo will be 7 p.m. nightly Thursday
through Oct. 29 at the Bill Cherry Expo Center.
Contact Besser at cbesser@murraystate.edu.
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Favorite color:
Green

Ed Marlowe
Staff writer

,,

Senior WilJiam Hunt's first sport didn't involve clubs and a
small dimpled ball.
"1 feel like 1 was a better baseball catcher growing up," Hunt
Jlaid. "Ifl hadn't pursued golf, J definitely think I could have made
it in baseball somewhere."
A 2006 graduate from St. Mary's High School in Paducah, Ky.,
Hunt followed in his father's footsteps by choosing to attend Murray State.
"I ahvays wanted to come to Murray because my dad came to
Murray," he said. "I knew most of the golf team here and I knew
,\ the program. Every year the team was getting stronger and
,, stronger behind Coach Eddie Hunt (no relation), and I wanted to
, be a part of that tradition."
His father, Philip, studied pre·med and eventually became an
orthopedic surgeon.
1 Now Hunt is graduating in May with a degree in biology and a
minor in chemistry, two curriculums necessary for a pre-med
1track:
11 Like father, like son it seems.
1 Staying close to home was a huge factor in his decision to attend Murray State because he couldn't leave the farm behind,
Hunt said.
"I'm a hunter," he said. " I particularly hunt waterfowl, turkey
• , pnd deer. I spend a lot of free time either hunting, studying or
playing golf."
Any other free time he has is spent hanging and going out with
r friends, he said.
"We play a lot of Call of Duty," he J;aid. "I can't wait for the new
one to come out."
,
Free time for Hunt, however, is rare. If be's not busy with the
,team or in class, he's working in the microbiology lab or instructing human anatomy as a teacher's assistant.
r Hunt said his greatest moment on the golf team came last year
at th.e Murray State Fall Invitational when he carded a three-round
212. a score good enough to gamer first place overall and propel
the Racers to another win on the season.
~ The win, he said, also meant a little more 1o him than it usually
•
would.
r "I was playing really well at the time and the win was big for
,me," he said. "What made it even more special was that my cousin
was there and playing w ith me. He had just transferred in and the
, timing couldn't have been better. We played every summer together growing up, so it was awesome he was there to see my first
tCollegiate win."
Also a member of the Tri-Beta Honors Society for biology, Hunt
~aid he will apply for medical school in Fall2012 and go from there
to his future.
~ 1 Until then, Hunt said he's happy to be a Racer.
''As far as being at Murray gQes, I've- e njoy:.ed every second."
~.Hunt said. "I've met a lot of people ... it'll small, close to home, I
Jove the academics and the golf and I have made great friends. I
, wouldn't take any of it back and it's going to be really tough to
leave."
Contact Marlowe at edward.marlowe@murraystate.edu.

Favorite song:
"Last Dance with Mary Jane'' by
Tom Petty

Favorite music :
Country or alternative; Eric
Church, Dave Matthews

Favorite pastime:
Hunting, being outdoors,
hanging with friends

Favorite food:
Anything but brussel
sprouts

Favorite Murray restaurant
Bad Bob's 880

favorite beer:
Keystone Light

ursday, Oct. 17
in the CFSB Center

open at 6 p.m.
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Open Mouth, Insert Football

Homecoming musings
As one of the not-so-many
fans who made the great sacrifice of staying past halftime to
see the thrilling finish of last
week's Homecoming game (yes,
they continue playing football
after the halftime show), I give
you my reflections on the big
game.

Reflection

•

Ryan Richardson/The News

Junior Alii Weaver swings during the team's first place finish at the Drake Creek Invitational sept. 12.

Rained out; team looks ahead
and it was going to come dov.-n to the wire, but
there's some things you can't control. We just
have to look at it as a positive experience. I'm
proud of the way that they played in the weather
today. They showed a toughness that will certainly serve them well in the future.''
The good news, Milkman said, is this weekend
the Racers have another chance to beat the lust
place ASU in the Middle Tcnnssee State University lnvitational.
"I really don't look for them to be the best
team in the tournament, but we didn't get to finish it today, so we'll get another shot at them this
week," Milkman said. "We don't really focus on
one team in the tournament, though, we want to
go out and look nt the course on Sunday, get a
good practice round in, and go from there."
Milkman said she anticipates the rest of the
field being stronger than most of the others her
team bas seen this season.
"I think they'll be strong," Milkman said.
"There arc a lot of Sun Belt teams, and some
teams that we haven't seen this year. Top to bottom it'll probably be the second hardest tourna·

Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
Despite its last tournament ending early due
to rain, its golf team is ready to end the fall portion of their season on a positive note.
The Arkansas State University Red Wolves
lnvitational was stopped premature!)' by sudden
rain on Tueasday, leaving the Racers three
strokes behind and in second place to ASU.
"I think we could h:tve won the tournament,"
Coach Velvet Milkman said. "We closed the gap,
we were only three back with another round to
play. I think we could have certainly bad a
chance to win; we just didn't get thl~ chance to
finish. We have to look at it as a positive - we
played well today and yesterday, we just didn't
make the putts we needed to. "
Disappointment aside, Milkman said she was
proud of her team's perf'ormance.
"I was pleased with the way we played the
first day," Milkman said. "Obviously I'm disappointed that we didn't get to flnish the tournament. I felt like we were making a run at them

)

ment we've played in this fall."
Given who the competition will be, Milkman
said she will continu~ to push her Racers to improve their short game in the coming week.
"What we're really going to work on is our
short game and striking the ball well and hitting
it close, just not converting some of those 10 or
12 foot putts that win the gold tournament,"
Milkman said. ..So we're going to focus on that.
We usually putt OK, but we need to continue to
get better in that area to win.''
Though Milkman said her team still has things
to work on, she also that they're ready for the
last match of their fall season.
"Today was cold and rainy and windy and
they hung tough," Milkman said. "So I feel like
we've gotten better as we've experienced things.
Any time you win you certainly do things that
help you handle the pressure. They've learned
adverse conditions, so that's made us a better
team. I think our schedule this fall had prepared
us for this event."
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@

murroysrace.edu.

Volleyball

Nate Breis ford/The News

Racers swing to eliminate cancer, split matches
..

Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
Just hours after filling Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray State fans
packed the stands of Racer Arena,
transforming one of the oldest
buildings on campus into a sounding board for the roar that follows
wins and painful losses alike.
Last weekend the Racer volleyball team suffered a loss at the
hands of Morehead State University, defeated Eastern Kentucky
University and simultaneously
raised funds for the Regional Cancer Center via Swinging to Eliminate Cancer, the keyword for all of
which seemed to have been intensity. So while the Racers may not
have come out with two wins, they
certainly proved to their fans and
themselves they arc capable.
"Last night we played really
hard, and lots of times when you
play a team that's just so much bet-

tcr than you, you go play hard because you have mlthing to lose and
that's what we did," Head Coach
David Schwepker said. "Then the
game was really dramatic- all three
sets were really close. So what we
tried to get at is that you always go
out and play as hard as you call; because if you do, and you're better
than that team, you'll beat them.
There's no need to wor.ry. I just
wanted to see them play that hard
two nights in a row and they did,
and we ended up with a win.''
Despite Friday's loss, Schwepker
said the match built on the team's
morale, showing that despite
Morehead's ranking, the Eagles are
not out of reach.
"It's great for them, because they
can sec they do play hard, and
Morehead, I thought, played well,"
Schwepkcr said. "Morehead didn't
make stupid mistakes, they didn't
do all kinds of crazy things, they
played hard and so I was glad to

see that when we play hard, we
play with them. They are better
than us right now, but what we've
got to learn to do is play hard, b<..'causc you never know what could
happen."
In fact, Schwcpker said last
weekend's matches will help sec
his team through this weekend's
matches against Tennessee Tech
and Jacksonville State universities.
"Honestly, I think if we would
have lust tonight we would probably just go and lose two nights in a
row," Schwepkcr said. "But I think
with what happened (last weekend) we'll really go after them."
The team looks to face the
Gamecocks. whom the Racers took
to five sets only to fall to them 11-15
in the final set last season.
"I think last time we played them
we played pretty well," Schwepkcr
said. "1 think if we play with inten·
sity we'll sec something different.
They've got some tough girls. They

have one girl who can literally hit
over the block, so you can't stop
her. But it's the rest of the team
we've got to go after. We just have
to go after them."
However, Swinging to Eliminate
Cancer was slightly less than what
Scbwcpkcr and his Racers hoped.
"I think it might be a down year,"
Schwcpkcr said. "l really feel like
people are somewhat g.ived-out. I
think the pink cause has a lot to do
with it, not that it's not a great
cause, but that people have probably already given for that."
However, the team is accepting
donations through the end of this
week and may still meet their goal
of$3,000 with the help <lfthe community and their fans.
For their next home game, the
Racers face off against South Eastern Missouri at 7 p.m. on Thcsday
in Racer Arena.
Contact l.edbetter at kyra.
ledbetter@murraystate.edu.
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No.1:

Brockman is King.
I pity the fool who thought
Morro":
he had a shot at Homecoming Sports columrust
King against Brockman this year. Not only is the
Hatch Attack quarterback climbing the ladder for
career records at Murray State even as a junior, but
the hometown hero is also a legacy. Casey's brother,
Tyler, won the crown in 2009. The bash brothers
are the only two lcatherheads to ever be on the
Murray State Homecoming Court, and they're two
for two.
Besides the peripheral festivities, there was also
a football game on Saturday, and a dam good one
at that. One event of note was No. 12 quietly becoming the flfth Racer to pass for 5,000 career
yards, jumping Larry Tillman in career yards to
fourth overall with a total of5,160 yards. The school
record is held by Michael Proctor, who passed for a
total of 8,632 yards in his career.
Brockman also adds 34 touchdowns and a 64 percent completion rating with only 16 interceptions
to his career stat book so far. With a year and a half
left to add to his numbers. the fan favorite is on
track to establish his place in the Murray State
record books. The local boy seems to be a perfect
piece to Coach Hatcher's offensive scheme.
Reflection No.2: Mike Harris is back.
Brockman spent much of the game deferring to
the (occasional) starting runningback Mike Harris,
who (ahem) decided his boo-boos arc better
(ahem) after not playing against Georgia State, a
benching that is being reported as due more to a
lackluster effort in practice than to nagging injuries.
Harris, who has since discovered he does indeed
produce more by being on the field than by watching from the sidelines, posted a season-high 30
rushing attempts for 133 yards and four touchdowns. earning him the honor of OVC Player of the
Week.
Harris' play has been hit or miss so far this year.
Saturday's game was Harris' fourth at 100 yards
rushing this year, notwithstanding last week's DNP
and a couple of forgettable outings against Tennessee State and Jacksonville State. If Harris can
consistently demonstrate the type of play down the
stretch that he showed last weekend and finish
strong in his senior year, he will give Hatcher the
run/pass balance needed for his two-pronged offensive attack.
Reflection No.3: The defense bas a couple of
studs on the front seven.
Kevin Robinson and Sam Small. Defensive end
and linebacker. Get to know these guys. Watch for
th em on the field. Small will be the guy flying
around making big hits, and Robinson will be the
guy busting through the offensive line to squash the
quarterback like a bug.
These two have been big all year. On Saturday,
Robinson played like he was bigger than everyone
else on the field. Listed at 6-foot-1, 225 poundS,
Robinson outmusclcd his way to the quarterback
for one and a half timely sacks, including a hu~e
forced fumble and recovery late in the fourth quarter to seal the victory.
Retlection No.4: The terrible call
If you were there, you know what I'm talking
about. Roughing the passer, my big ol' white hineyl
Great sack guys. Way to play. Hatcher should still
be yelling at the refs for that one.
Reflection No.S: Help wanted. Comerbacb desperately needed.
To be fair, the Racer defensive backfjeld ls
cursed. Anyone that tries to line up at cornerback
for Murray State apparently places his ACL in imminent danger. With that said, the coaching staff is
about ready to start recruiting Racer Band members to play in the secondary. The comer position
is so decimated by injury that secondary coach
Keith Hatcher was supposedly asking little kids on
the street if they wanted to suit up and get out
there. (No confirmation on the report that Racer
Day doubled as a recruiting day for promising 8
year olds.)
Right now the average opponent's receiver wtio
lines up against our fill-ins looks like Calvin Johnson versus Mini Me. They're simply bigger and
faster. Our kicker is listed at 6-foot-3, 224 pounds.
Our cornerbacks and safeties average about 4-fo~·
3 and 85 pounds. when soaked down with a water
hose. I don't doubt the effort. But as somebody said
sometime, somewhere, "You can't teach size." (Do
I cite that quote in Chicago style or MLA? I alwats
forget.)
Reflection No.6: 1b.e team is not perfect. but they
don't quit.
This is precisely why the Racers continue to be
so much fun to watch. They were rewarded for
their refuse-to-lose attitude on Homecoming Day.
After keeping it close against physically superi~r
squads Louisville and Jacksonville State. the Racef.S
finally broke through in the fourth quaner of Saturdays game by coming back from 10 points do.,..ln
with 10 minutes to play to beat Eastern Illinois liy
nine (36-27). It was an exciting comeback, and more
importantly. a demonstration of the team's tenacity. Racer fans who stayed until the end saw a determined team that never quits and found a way to
win. 1t was a beautiful thing to watch .
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Jharone~ Woods, senior from Paducah. Ky., smiles as she Is serenaded by the brothers of AlphaPhi Alpha during Saturday's Miss Black and Gold scholarship pageant. Woods was awarded the title for 20n.

Fraternity awards annual MisS Black and Gold title
Allyson Putman
Staff writer
Friday night was more than glit7. and glamour as ladies !rhowcascd their talents and poise
in the Miss Black and Gl1ld scholarship pageant.
Miss Black and Gold is an annual function
hostcJ by Afpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
This yc:tr, the Zeta Omicron chapt~r had 10
lovely ladies vying for the crown on the stage
of Johnston Theatre.
11u! contestants were critiqued on the following an.•as: an opening number, achievements and projl•cti(ms, swim wear and creative
and pcrti.mning arts.
Betw<.•<.·n segments was entertainment from
the night's emcees, Khayla Anson and Bradley
James, a poem, pt•rfurmances by the Murray
Dance Company and a liturgical dance by for·
mer Miss Black and Gold Queen, Elizabeth
Hollis.
Jesse Adams, senior from Louisville, Ky., is
the chairman !'or the Miss Black and Gold
scholarship pageant. Adams said the Miss
Black and Gold Queen has several duties to
the fraternity before she can obtain her scholarship.
"The Miss Black and Gold Queen serves as
the sweetheart and female ambassador for the
fraternity." Adams said. "In order for her to ob-

tain her scho larship, she must hold two programs."
He also said the winner of the pageant represents the Zeta Omicron chapter at a state
competition.
Before tht: ladies can compete lln stage, they
must first go through an information session
and interview with the brothers of Alpha Phi
Alpha. Among the honors the contestants can
receive are Miss Hospitality, Miss Congeniality, Most Talentl:'d, Quarles and Elliot, 2nd
Runner Up, Jst Runner Up and the highest
honor of Miss Hlack and Gold Queen.
This yenr, the title of Mi~s Black and Gold
went to )haruncc Woods, senior from Paducah, Ky. Woods is a biolo~y/pre-medlcinc
major. a member of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., Na.ti~>nal Residence Hall Honorary
(NRHH), pre-health professionals and serves
as the national Pan-Hellenic treasurer.
Woods said she has always been familiar
with the pageant. but had only done behind
the scenes work before this year.
"1 wanted to wait (to participate) and make
sure that if I did win, 1 was ready 'to commit to
such :1 serious obligation," she said. "I didn't
want to just be a contestant, I wanted to be a
good candidate.~
Earning the title of Miss Black and Gold
Queen requires dedication, as simply, winning
the contest docs not ensure the w inner re-

ceives her scholarship.
Adams estimated 300 people attended tlie
pageant last Friday night. He said the money
raised by the entry fees fund the winner's
competition at the state pageant, programs she
hosts and any costs associated with Miss Black
and Gold.
Adams said the fraternity likes to include
alumni brothers with impo;tant roles in the
pageant, such as judging. '
"We usually choose alumni brothers and
past Miss Bla\k and Gold winners ,bl•cause
they are familiar with the process und understand the seriousnt.•ss oftht: title," he said.
This year the judges induJcJ twu former
Miss Black and Gold quccm; und lhrct.• nlurnni
brothers o f Alpha Phi Alpha. One of the
judges, Aaron Bradford, helped cmmlinatc the
pageant as an undergraduate at Murray State.
Bradford joined Alpha Phi Alpha in 1997.
"When they called and asked me to be a
judge, I was happy to agree," Bradford said.
Once the winner was crowned, the brothers
of Alpha Phi Alpha serenaded Woods with
their anthem and asked all guests to attend a
reception held in Ordway Hall.
Woods will compete in the state competition at Northern Kentucky Univer:;ity in february.
Contact l'utman at aputman@murraystutc.

edu.

NPHC Homecoming Step Show

For more photos from Saturday's event check out thenews.org.

Photos by Jes5e C,arruthet>!The Nevis

Amember of Zeta Phi Beta performs In Saturday's step showin the CFSB Center. Zeta won first place in thesorority category.

Alpha Phi Alpha. who won first place in the fraternity division. perform as marionettes.
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Haley Howland prepares backstage for a dress rehearsal of 'Walt Until Dark.'

Howland and James Kyle Damron rehearse a scene. The production requires the actors to move In complete dartness.

Dark thriller lights up Playhouse in the Park stage
Paige Graves
Staff writer
Playhouse in the Park invites the public to witness a thrilling
game of cat and mouse as the production of "Wait Until Dark"
come..c; to the stage tonight.
Randy Johnson, flrst-time director, said her involvement has
been a memorable experience.
"Tht• set is huge, a great deal of which the audience will never
see," she said. "There are nearly 100 props, things burn, nothing
is immune from being thrown, there are fights and the actors
have to move in complete darkness. Coordinating all the elements to make the story a thrilling shocker has been a consuming force in my life. The cast, crew and volunteers continue
to impress me with the magnitude of what they can accomplish
and I look forward to presenting an evening worthy of kicking
off the ..Halloween season."
"Wait Until l)ark," written by Frederick Knott, is a classic
thriller set in a 1960's basement apartment in Greenwich Village. The audience is introduced to newlywed Susy Hendrix, a
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woman recently blinded in an accident.
Her husband, Sam, unwittingly acquire$ a doll containing
heroin, and when con men recently released from prison become involved after hearing about the doll, the atmosphere is
rapidly transformed into a world of desperation and fear.
"At flrst Susy's blindness seems to be a real <tdvantagl' to the
con men," Johnson said. "But they have underestimated her
heightened sense of sound, smell and her excellent memory
which eventually leads to an unexpected turn of events. The
story also explores the connection between our emotional and
physical vuJ.nrerability."
Johnson said the play will appeal to anyone who loves to be
scared, or who flnds unexpected thrills in the dark. Johnson
does advise that children under the age of 10 might find the pr~
duction too intense to attend.
Joshua Byrne, senior from Murray. said the production is bet·
ter known by its film adaptation starring Audrey Hepburn and
Alan Arkin.
'Tm playing the part of Sgt. Carlino, one of the con men,"
Byrne said. "He is the rather 'thuggish' New York type and an
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accent was a huge requirement. I've been spending a lot of time
watching and reading about dialect training, proper placement
of words and just talking with a New York accent in general.
That aspect of the show has definitely helped me grow as an
actor."
Byrne saiJ the cast has been rehearsing since Sept. 12.
"So much time and patience has been put into this show.''
Byrne said. "We've been rehearsing every week night from 6 to
9 nnd we've even pulled some weekend rehearsals. Rehearsals
can be stressful. but with a show with such intricacies in block·
lng and so many technical aspects, that's to be expected. Randy
Johnson is directing for her flrst time and it's been a joy working with her."
Byrne said the play has some moments that are unique only
to the Playhouse stage, and he encourages the community to at·
tend.
The play wili run for two weekends at 7 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays and 2:30 p.m. Sundays. Tickets are $8 for children under
U, $9 for students and seniors (60+) and $11 for adults.
Contact Graves at paige.graves@murraystate.edu.
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Channel Surfing

'Monte Carlo' offers innocerit, predictable fun

Social spoilers

Features Editor Charlotte Kyle writ c.'S the movie
reviews.

I love ridiculous plots, cheesy romantic moments and dorky jokes.
Because of that, combined with my love of teen
star Selena Gomez, I was absolutely convinced I
would Jove "Monte Carlo."
The film. which hit the theaters this summer
and is now available on DVD, stars Gomez, Katie
Cassidy and leighton Meester - a dream team of
teen telecasts.
Gomez plays Grace, a Texan teen ready to grad·
uate high school and take a European vacation.
She's an outcast in high school and works at a
diner - sec Hilary Duff in "A Cinderella Story"
without the evil stepmother.
Her best friend Emma (Cassidy, "Melrose
Place") will take the trip with her, In an effort to
force Grace to bond with her step-sister Meg
(Meester, "Gossip Girl"), the duo's parents decide
to send her along for the journey, too.
The gang. of course, ends up on the worst tour
ever - one that features a montage of Paris sights
and wacky antics in a small, crappy hotel room. As
if Grace's life couldn't get any worse, Meg and
Emma can't stop fighting because tht•y're total opposites and have never gotten along.
The drama feels forced, and while Gomez plays
the gal-in-the-miudlc role fine, it's hard to buy into
the tension when all signs point to "let's be BFFs"
in the end.
The plot gets crazier, of course, when Grace is
mistaken for a British heiress named Cordelia.
Emma convinces Grace to play along and suddenly the girls arc living the good life - all Grace
has to do is pretend to be British and mean.
The sidekicks in the film get their own plots
while Grace is pretending to be an heiress.
Uptight Meg finds herself enamored with a
carefree stranger who teaches her to relax.
Adventurous Emma, who left her boyfriend
(Cory Monteith, "Glee"} back in Texas, becomes
the object of affection for a Prince. She finds herself trying to adapt to the rich lifestyle she always
wanted.
These plots aren't quite as interesting, but both
actresses arc believable in their roles. The characters aren't fleshed uut enough to make a lasting
impression and the love interests arc rather bland,
but if you get past the predictability you can enjoy
their side adventures.
There have been a lot of comparison,by Disney
fans to 2003's "The Lizzie McGuire Movie" and
while both movies feature mistaken identities and
riding on mopeds, the movie feels like a MaryKate and Ashley Olsen movie more than anything.
It bas all of the elements of a straight·t~DVD
Olsen movie: Jove interests for each main charac·
ter. montages of riding in cars set to a score of upbeat pop songs. montages of trying on clothes and
doing make-up. probably some other cype of montage and a ridiculous, unrealistic ending in which
the main characters don't get in trouble while the

SUDOKU
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Photo councsy of allmoviephoto.com

Leighton Meester, Selena Gomez and Katie cassldy star In 'Monte carlo.' The PG-rated film rs now available on DVD.
bad guy is punished just for being a bitch.
with the movie simply because she's cute.
The only difference is that this movie wa-; proShe play.s the comedy role well and pulls off the
moted as Gomez's fin;! grown-up role, and it acemotional scenes like a pro. The flaws of the
tually hit theaters.
movie are not hers, but rather the story itself and
Let's get this straight! this i'i not a teen movie.
the editing m.·crall.
Despite the older cast. this movie is aimed at your
At the very least this movie proves that Gomez
little sister or your kid cousin. Sure, you can watch
can carry a movie as a lead character and perform
it and you might even enjoy it for what it is, hut
outside of the Disney Channel bubble.
any inconsistencies :md plot holes were ignored
Was this her breakout role? Probably not, but
since the target audience probably wouldn't catch
unlike her character in thlc; film, she wasn't quite
thenL
.
rcaJy to leave her younger sclf behind.
If you don't take the movie too seriously then
ContaC: Kyle at chnrlotte.kyle@murraystatc.edu.
you can have a good time watching it. You just
have to remember it is a rated PG fluff flick.
Gomez is ridiculously charming as both Grace
and Cordelia. The Disney queen had to :not only
use her natural ~.xan..dialcct b~.tt alsSLlcar:n _.._.~~~~,.._,.._
British accent and a 'fexan-impersonating-aZero stars: Save your cash
British·accent·badly accent.
One star: Only if you're bored
Something about Gomez lights up the screen,
Two stars: Worth the rental
and her chemistry with both Cassidy and Meester ·
11uce stars: See it immediately
is perfect. Fans of the actress will ignore any faults
Four stars: A past and future classic
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' I remember when
TV used to be simple.
It aired, you watched.
This was usually
one simultaneous m~
ment. Then, the next
day, you'd talk about
the shows with your
best friend. lf it were
important. you'd call
Charlotte each other that night.
Kyle
There were, howFeatures Editor ever, occasions where
you were going out
with your family and thus were unable to
plop yourself in front of the TV.
Those were the times when you told
your dad to triple-check the VCR to make
sure it was set properly because "' swear,
if I miss the new episode of 'Making the
Band' f'm gonna lose it, dude."
Then TiVo and various forms of digital
recording s:ame along and suddenly you
could have a life. It didn't matter if you
had to meet with a study group or you accidentally fell asleep after dinner - your
TV show was waiting for you.
I would, of course. try to watch the
episodes as soon as 1 could, otherwise I
would have no clue who was eliminated
from ·~crica'~ Next Top Model" and I
would not be able to contribute to the
conversation with my friends.
While I enjoy the luxury of DVR - or I
would enjoy it ifl could afford it- I'm one
of those "watch it as soon as possible"
types.
Thanks to social media. I face spoilers
during every moment of my favorite television shows. Twitter updates of "I can't
believe Bob and Sue kissed!" and photosets on Tumblr within 10 minutes of an
episode's end are constantly jumping out
at me.
(That wasn't a spoiler, by the way. I
can't think of a show that has both a Bob
and a Sue, I just chose those names at ran·
dom.)
What does this mean for me, someone
who can't necessarily watch shows live
thanks to school. work or unexpected
naps? This means I must boycott the Internet. No Twitter, no Tumblr, no Facebook - nowhere is safe.
In fact, as 1 type this column on
Wednesday night my dear friend Katniss
(not her real name) is texting me about
how cute the latest episode of ''Happy
Endings" is.
I have to plan my time on social networks'aceordlng ro the importance of
avoiding spoilers. This varies on how
much I love a show and how many things
could potentially be spoiled.
"Happy Endings" isn't as popular on
Thmblr as It should be so I can usually
hang out on Wednesdays with no problems. The show doesn't have many
"shocker" moments, but rather just hilarious conversations that are just as funny
in .GIF form before I can w.1tch it on TV.
Thursday nights J cannot and will not
go online until I have seen "Community"
and "Parks and Recreation.'' These shows
don't have many shocking moments either, but 1 just prefer seeing them on TV
before I see them online.
MThe Office" spoilers don't bother me
as much but it's much easier to just watch
all three shows back·t~back.
No one I follow posts about ..Whitney"
because, let's face it, I would unfollow
them if they did. Yes, I'm that petty.
Don't get me wrong: I love social networking because it lets me connect with
the fandom, but it'd be amazing if we
could not post spoilers for at least a few
hours. That's alll'm asking.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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Ayoung sports fan carries a football and displays his Racer pride outside of Roy Stewart Stadium during Saturday's homecomin9 festivities.

Miss Black and Gold 2on Jharonee Woods, senior fromPaducah, Ky., interacts
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Down Roping 'Jb win thil> f."\'C"O~ not only must the: t':Qwgirl bec•>mc a •t alented ~xpert at m ping cah'1:S, she mu:.t also tx~ mounted on a
very wdl trairwd horse. 'Ow hol'S(: must kaw th e: box with a great lnust of spct.-d to catch the calf'~ he-c.~d and the rop'C, which is tied to
lhc saddle horn, brf'aks away from the .s addle wben the slack is puUcd tight. A lundkerchief i~ tied to the t'nd of thf: ~. to signal the
moment lh~ Um('. shoUld .stop. This c\'cnt is complicated IJy the dashing and daning action of ·t he cnlvcs, so contestant1 carry two ropc.-s,.
inca.<~r. the)· mbs·with thdr first throw. Similar tn men's tirnc.·d evc.:m~, the girl, t()(l, must ~tart . fil>IJI behind a puUt.-d barrit.-r.
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C':r0a1 tying is the only girls' C\'CJlt that requires f~Ut,footwork and agile dexterity on the ground, as well as bask bors<"manship skills. There
is a goat tit·d to a rope at the end of til(: arena. Tiu~ cowgirl's tim,· begin~ wh<:n she cros.'ie!l tJtc starting line at the oth<'l' t'ud of the arena
at a full run. She ch:ll'ges down tlte arena, stups the goat. dismount'! nan ning, ca~ the squirming goat, throws him ,do,,n, and ties any
thrtt le~. ln this ~ent, a lcatlu-r l"'pC or atring is u.~ for rying. The time stops when she signals the end of .hM" tie by thm~ing her hands
in the "ir. The goat ntU5t st,.l)' tied for 6\'c st.'Conds .i n order for the contt'Stant to rccch:c a (1ualifying time.
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KEITH SMITH

Eye Condition Diagnosis & Treatment

204 Sycamore Ext.
Murray; KY 42071

Specializing in Peiformance
& Show Horses
Reliable, Professional Horseshoeing

Cell: 270-293-8000
Fax: 270-753-9732

KEYJN JAMES HARNDEN

and horseman~hip are a mu$( • 1m~ ~-em is c:c•rtainly one of sht:tt deganct: and prcdsc tim ing.

l{t
~tl
~~~J

Farrier Service

Comprehensive Eye Exams

The oldest and mOSt comperiti\'c girls' C\'CIIt in college .r odeo is the ClO\'Crlcaf Barrel Race. '(bt' horses ridden in this C\'ent ,!in: highly
trained and cxtr~nl<"l}' athletic, matching thrir ~~~ and turns to 'llu: cues gi\'l"h by their ridc.l"8. The detcnnined rid<"r and her mount
IDU.'II talu· two turns mw din."Ction and ont• in chc odwr <\round th<· harrds. Tbe$<'.hnrrcl~ ar1~ !let in a triangular pau,·m, a prescribed clistann: apart. l bc clock stops when the girl and horse .c ross the ·£amc line afi<"r compk-tiug their nut. \\-mm:n; arc many tic=mc determined
by diffcrcQC~ of less than a lt'ltlh of a second, :;o the 6\'c-second pcnalrr for an 0\'t'I'turned barrel cab be ck"'-astarin& I~ccllcnt balance

1}

FIRE HORSE

keithsmith462@msn.com

Owner & Operator

Contact Lens Fittings and Services
High Fashion Frames
State-of-theArt Lens Technology
& Enhancements

Benjamin A. Hall, OD

Taylorsville, KY

1-502-655-9208
firehorsefarrier@yahoo.com

312 N. 12th St.
Murray., KY 42071
(270) 767-9300
Fax: (270) 761-4706
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Good Luck To All Our Cowgirls And
Cowboys On The MSU Rodeo Team! ·

Agriculture Leadership Council
" Your Full Service Ag Qealer"

Ph: (270) 809-3328

Huvers
of C orn., Sovbeans
,. \Vhcat & l\'lilo
....
.
S pecializing in Set~d. C h ~.1nh.:als .. Fertilizer, Lin1c and C uston1 Application
.

Fax: (270) 809-5454

msu.ag@murraystate.edu

...

.,__ J

Robert Whitford
Shane Wray
Bobby Whitford
622 Allen • Mayfield, KY 42066 • www.mayfieldgrain.com
~ _ (27.0) 247-1 66.1 __•_(2ZO.) _247~1. 608
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·c qe_Grove Brach
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lD lllvy., 69 N.

~Grove, TN 38224

'·. 88U76-3432.
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LENDING SUPPORT FOR
· GENERATIONS .
JD Vaz,a Hooser

Nate Alford

C.oacb

Bull Riding &: TcaJil !Wpi.ng

Puryt-;u..TI-l

Murray, K\'

JD Angle

Katie Angle

Calv~ Cit}: KY

Bam:! Racing
t:ah'trt Cit); K\'

(!:<If ROpm.~t

jan1es Atherton
lBarebad: RJ~ing

'

' - l ' .........

!··~

Bull Riding

:Calhoun. KY

For Years, We've Directed

;-

Shane Barratiere
ll.lurras KY

Selby B~tt
Barrel Racing
Brun~'U:k,

ME

MILLIONS
Of -~Our Profits
To Our Members

f

Kyle Beanett
TC'Ull.Ropi"'!
~patdiville. KY

Za~~on Ban~~~~ c1·~~o:.~~~ug ~uf:!~er
Mayfk•ld,,K\'

Murra~ KY

W'ffidfldl, L'\1

.

1\turray. KY

BenDavis
t~tCo~b

Mllft'3¥, KY

How Much Has
Your Bank Given You?

"I GOT ONE"

~
EQUAL HOUSIIIG

LENDER

Tod_ay's 24 Carrot Country!
12

36tlz Anuual CoHege Rodeo

a---

KEN·TEN
TUNSPORTATION

•UARTI:a

Flatbed, Van
and Refers

Utlnille. D'

MURRAY
.
VISION
CENTER"

HORSES
14 8reedl•• Studs
Hones For Sale

All 48 States,
.M exico & Canada

......,

CUttl•c, &eintaa,

II 270-226-1020

David laco, o.D. .

N.!:.!~a;.~::V' KY

I 'N SU :R ~ANC ·1

®

Ct Western Pleasure

Hones

(170) 753-184111270-226-1094
106

Providing Financial
Services and Insurance
For Your
Home, Auto, Farm .
and Ranch.
.

.

.·.- :.:~ See

II__________, . ._.___. . . _. . . . . . _

Your Local Agent.

GooJ Luck to the MSU RoJeo Team!
,

#en~~n'~

-BAR
Western Store
E-mail: hbar@brtc.net
Phone: (270) 488-3975

Lewis & Becky Henson
West Paducah, KY
·t
36th . Annuq} Cp ll ege Rod.e.o
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Mayfield Veterinary Clinic, PSC
.

501 West James St. • Mayfield, KY 42066 • (270) 247-;1598
Mailing Address: PO Box 504, Mayfield, KY 42066

Dr. Buddy_Ray • Dr. Charles Badger
Dr. Larry E. BuckDlan • ,D r. Michelle ThoDlas
Melanie Pearson
SERVICES INCLUDE:
• Surgical Procedures • Behavior Consultations
• Boarding • Chiropractic Care • Dental Care • X-Ray
• pietary & Nutritional Conseling

~1\'\\l

'~'

TINY
D~p,
- 111117/

Supplier of Stocker ••~ Feeder Cattle

t\'11 ferform0 ,

~

t\Or&e8

Ce

'-'"\'1 \.\VESTOC~ INc.

John Davis

WKMS .Proudly WeJcomes to the CFSB Center

Fabrication

APrairie Home Companionc
With GARRISON KEILLOR

.

BARREL HORSES
& HORSE SHOEING
4588 State Line Road
Hazel, KY 42049
270-492-6155

Ol'1ct. FOmer ~

RO. Box 663
Mayfield, KY 42066

Training • Showing ·
Sales
Performance • Corrective
Lameness

(2701 345-2302
Shipping Yard
(2701 345-2303
Acct. Office

Matt Buffington

Jeff
345-2488. 705-7944
Joe
345·2252 • 705-3598
Randy
345·2378 • 705-0020

B.S. M.S. Animal Science

855 Paschall Lane
Puryear. TN 38251

(270) 210-5919

Abluegrass tribute to Bill Monroe, FeilmJ ~~'~ •
sketches1 songs and jokes. Family
friend~ Jive naUonal radio show!

• Computer Engine
Balancing
• Custom Milling
&Lathe Work
• Tig Welding

6634 VIne Street
Cincinnati, OH 45216
.
~l

16

sketch

APraiieHOOle Car~ is an ad-fastiooed
2-hcu ive raOO show Mh a00t;t 4rrabl
I

i~~o.~~~,.- - -

pulft r&:~KI Iisteners ~u. lfs on 91.3
FMWKMS, Salun!a','Sat 5pm. and Sundays
a11 a.m. Hir~ aislen!Be il CFSB Cen!f
Nov. 5k> ~ 1n on !he flrl.

.

www
ptl-inc.com

41 Pill. l 20n DUSTf~ LEm
Tiiets $Hl51

The lives of the Cowboys

5-1~3)~81111~11
36th A.unual Colleg e Rodeo

l

University
Barber Shop
"A Murray Trsdltlon"

0.0011 LUCK
AllAM!
Love Mom & Dad

$12°° Cuts PERSIMM-ON
$1 OFF
Military, Seniors
& Students

OPEN:
Tues-Fri.
8:30 am-5 pm
Saturday
8:30 am-12 pm

804 Coldwater load
(270) 753·1953

q""~ t.uek l.tJ all l.lat 'TC"~'" CtJnl.ul.anU!
tspuiall't f1•tlia! ro~. t.tJot lfltJu!

RIDGE FARM
Debi & Joe

Schne~der

. +K
Farms

618-806-7419 (Cell)
618-939-6377 (Home)
persimrfrm@htc.net
Raw Goat Milk & Goat Cheese
Udderly Soft Goat Milk Soap & Lotion

Good .L uck Kristen Yunker
SMSURodeo!

'Cenificale ci RegistritiOI'I

AMERICAN QUARtER
'HORSE
ASSOCIATION
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Gordon & Sandy Keas
2475 14 Road
Plainville, KS 67663
.., 85-434-4720 home
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1~01843
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Raising:
· Crops
Angus Cattle

merican_QuarterJ:lorses_
so fli' / Y\ tt)l1t .i N

111

l08~l~

HliiiD P . S1UM ""llE• tAU ·SPDTS ON tt"Hl t'lt«J CCROtifl• NO OUtER

r•••l"'S·

Yunker Quality
Hay & Straw

l

z•e.~4'6S

c~~~ tcge~ R o'·d~ o

R.Harned
Owner

.Seniiee

~ST BAR-B-Q!
Hlibways'&0-62-68
4421 Clarks R.i ver .R pad • Paducah, KY 42003

Ph; ,(2iOJ 898-3164

·

Replitat..• of putt1n11H111
·rtt~ers· atiCI· prociiiCers first.

Hundl'aciS Of Events
H........-otc.,.~aoys

Thousands In Payouts

The buck S·tarts here!
.,
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HENRY COUNTY
ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY
AND S_PORTS MEDICINE, PC

J

When vou feed Manna Pro l.eading E:dgefJ. you got conventcnOO
and the peace of mind ttnowing an your hefses ~utritit.maJ ~h

Good Luck Ally Hayes and Murray Rodeo!

are being met

:Follow the Lead·er.

ff1Qt ~· G

•

...

,u.~ :~ ~

,,, rr.

...... _- ... l ,,., ...

731-644-2271

fer room 1ntmmaoon or to '"
WWWtr1MO~.COOl.

Gene F. Gulish, MD, AAOS
Heather A. Gladwell, MD, AAOS
Kerri McCabe Smith, PA-C, AT-C
Kristopher Gulish, PA-C

Compare to Purina" Strategf'
••

~

......-:--. c

1015 Kelley Drive, Suite 200
Paris, TN 38242

Manna Pro

Skillet
F
Outtitters In
Deer & TQrkey Hunts

618-599-7700
skilletforkoutfitters.«:om

~~

.
11

STRONG CITY
GROCERY
I

Strong City, KS 66869

Fax 270-365-0945
36th Annual College Rod,e o

Good Luck
Carley ·
&
MSU Rodeo
Team!
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'
317 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-761-9727

REAL
HICKORY
SMOKED
II BBQl

620•273•8639 :. 101 ~l.V ~t,_p,.__.
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We Remember What Beef Tastes Like
...

Derek e3 Courtney Hixon

Barzona and Bar Red Crosses

Training & Sales
Quality Barrel Horses

The Foraging Breed
INDUSTRY
FARM•HOME

Grass Fed Beef

P.O. Box 768

Natural Beef for the Healthy Consumer

1428 Cuba Road
Mayfield, KY 42066

•

Ph: (270) 247-7790 • Fax: (270) 247-2467

Quarter JIOrses
Haze4KY

36th Annual College Rodeo

Jim & C8rla Davis
Murray, KY
270-978-0120

P.O. Box 648
Highway 62 West
Ph: (270) 365-3031 • Fax: (270) 365-2601

Everett F alder • Dan F alder
Bryan Falder • Chris Falder
Aaron Falder
Owners: Joe Falder & John Falder

Beef Available for Sale/ Give Us A Call/
24

36th Annual College Rodeo

.:.

-

Uniform Services
Mike Sansone -

District Manager

'

t

10822 Midwest Industrial • St. Louis, MO 63132
314-428-8900 • FAX 314-428-8903
Cell 314-898-8105
Inike-. sanson@uniforrn.araiilark.coin
http: I I -www .ARAMARK-U nifortn. coin

~

.

· · €qume &rvu:es,
~

·..D: urwaaux
.
.

RIGHTWAY
NURSERY

'KCC

Located at Darling 888 Ranch
4790 Grooms Lane
Princeton, KY 42445

Elizabeth A. Maddux, DVM
270-365-9991
madduxequine.com

SERVICES INCLUDE;
•Digital Radiography •Digital Ultrasonography
•In-House Blood Analysis
•Sports Medicine Services •Preventative
Medicine -General & Internal Medicines
•Dentistry •Reproductive Services
•In Clinic or On Farm Appointments
•Emergency On Call Services

~

Top atlrlete or family friend, we are commined
to providing high quality, progressive medicine

..

~

-

36tk Annual College -Ro..deo

Gat Connected
to the
Trophy of your
Draantsl
'WWW".

huntillinoisdeer.com

"Always Landscape
The Rightway"

Good Luck
MSU
Rodeo!
3975 US Hwy. 641 North
Murray, KY 42071
270-767-0140
Fax 270-767

and quality service to their owners.

1

.?.1-st\W(.) ''~'\' 01 s~\\1'\~"l. 111ilrut~ hnn
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DIVLs 0Uirter

of Anderson LLC

·Horses .

5702 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.

tw~""

""

Anderson, IN 46013

CONTRACTORS & ENCINEEf'tS

765-649-2219

AIRPORT CONTRACTORS

autoplusonline.net

"Doing Projects Throughout the
Southeastern United States"

.,.,. to , .
-Family~

Andy Falcrl.

Battery
&
Golf Carts

HAVE A GREAT SEASON
AUSTIN JOSEPH & THE MSU RODEO TEAM!
-

•

New Zion Missionary Baptist Church
Where Christ is Preached, The Bibled Believed, His Coming Awaited

Cowboys and Cowgirls Comtt As Your Are!

CLARKS'S FEED & SUPPLY

· Sunday School - 9:30 .~.m. • Praise & Worship Service - 10:30 a.m.
Pastor: Rodney Wallace (270.625.0123) • Yo~th Director: Barry Woods (270-705-1514)
New Zion Missionary Baptist Church- 2796 Wadesboro Rd., S, Benton, KY 42025- 270.437.4654

New extended hours! Monday, Wednesday, Friday - 8 a.m~-5 p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday - 8 a.m.-7 p.m. • Saturday - 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

o~~\'-\'~~-0.\~ • ooofiq i;«lf.P{Ul • .111 CP ~'{Wli i>Ofi
3;lit1i ·:Aiilliitil , Col~~ge kbJeo

~

eo111
• ••

You're Twisted X Boot Dealer! • McCauley's Horse Feed
Diamond Dog Food • Pet Supplies
Livestock Supplies • Home Decor
Purses, Western T' s and Belts
Introducing our NEW Deer Feed, $10.49 I 50 lb.

TRUST IN THE LORD WITH ALL YOUR HEART AND LEAN NOT UNTO YOUR OWN
UNDERSTANDING. IN ALL YOUR WAYS ACKNOWLEDGE HIM AND HE WILL
DIRECT YOUR PATH (PROVERBS 3:5-6)

I

county
.

Contact: Head, Inc.
gc@headinc.com ·Fax: 614-338-8514

· }

~arshil/t
556 US Hwy. 68 E.
Benton, KY 42025
270-527-7122

Employment opportunities for entry level through journeymen
in the . Heavy and Highway trades.

.

...

1104 Hwy. 45 N. • Mayfield;KY 42066 • 270-247-7226
-
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36th Annua I Co ll ege R .o"deo

Good Luck MSU Rodeo Team and Dalini Ki~~--~

Kenny and Cristy McElroy .
(513)

-

260~9611

HOME OF Pll.lllLS:
Who Dat, King Lopez, Uppercut,
·Cool Spot,

Stlager, Rocbtar,

...,•.• ••••••••,,
BUCKING SUI IS
4'-...

Hell's Bells, Allernator,
Colored by Arctic

Thomas
Docks

Indoor Heated Pool • Sauna.• Exercl18 Room ·Whirlpool
Pay~VW.W - Mov18a .Avallab18

Ko,rl Emory Yurko, DVM
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

20799 Riverwood Avenue
Noblesville, IN 46062
Office Phon~: (317) 774-3790

Email: Sc9~ Thont8s

ScOtt@thoiiJasdocks.com

9JJJJ.d £u&
,LQUJta!R.fll

Hospital: 304.242.7475
Mobile: 304.281.8220
Warden Run Road
Wheeling, WV 26003
keyvetjtgy@aol.com
... ..,m;.kwaaimaJ.com

Vetal calloway Coaaty'l
hftrlte Hotel

.
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Quality Breedl·n l Stock ·Availabl
-

T

.._ ·-··, Mt.
ID•h:- Chappa' M•n~er
~~
Home: (406) 578-2367 • ·Cell: (406) 920-0945
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and DaaJJI·J rilfWeHl

;ow:~

B'RO· r£~N ·_. If e:RI
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RODEO COMPANY

Good 1111*·,., . , .

Jim and Sandy McElroy
Ripley, OH
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1&00 N. Undllergh Blvd.· • St. .Louis, MO 13132
~77 ·
, h · ·. • 3·~t4-GG•-a.
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36.th Annual College Rod eo
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(937) 392-4608 • (513) 309-5371
.36tlt Annual College Rodeo
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Country's All Time Greatest Hits!

EQUINE VETERINARY SERVICE
TONY HIC.KS, DVM

(270) 554-6601

'-

~eness • Delfi~ry

Chiropracti
SUrgery • Acupru¢tqre

•

•

www.equtnevetservtce.·co
(• 't. .U 't._;'\"'it t'L..; '\t -.U.i.V .#fi.

36tll Anuual College Rodeo
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HUNTINGDON

ANIMAL CLINIC, INc.

~~i:--

731-986-3693
Lee Butler, DVM • Steve Allen, DVM
lillian Edwards, DVM
Hillary Mincher, DVM

"

Salem, Kentucky
'

cial ·saddle

The

of
M
.

·~

State University
Rodeo Team
.

l

'2 -7 0-988-2684
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the best part is our people·
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John & Judy Williamson
Tom Williams
Brett Kroencke
Ehler Brothers Company
..
Sherri Ba"ett
,lis & Donald Ba"ett
SantlrtrPrown
Shelby Ba"ett
Tom and Theo Tuck
JD.;& Karla Fowler
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ALL ROOMS INCLUDE:
Refrigerator, Microwave, Coffeemaker, Hairdryer,
78 Channel Cable w/HBO, Iron & Ironing Board, Highest Quality Rating Possible
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THANK YOU TO ALL THE MSU RODEO ·TEAM
~·
MEMBERS, PARENTS & SUPPQRTERS!

Come Stay With Us in Our Jacuzzi Rooms
517 South 12th St • Murray • Bus. 270-753-6706 • Fax 270-767-9816
36th A -n nual c ·o llege

Rodeo
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THE RA.M 60-DAY .

rz.r--~e

HANDSHAKE.

~TEN0£0
"tHROUGH OC'T-

WI NTER HAS COLD. SPRING HAS FLOWERS. SUMMER HAS HEAT. FALL HAS FOOTBA.LlAND TRUCK SEASON HAS RAM. THERE•& NO BE I I ER TIME OF YEAR FOR PEOPLE WHO
UKE TO PULL BOATS. HAUL WOOD. TOW ATY•a. DART EQUIPMENT. OR TAKE THE LAB
HUNTIN&. AND WFRE REACHING OUT TO YOU WI'I'H THE BEST TRUCKS W~ EVER BUILT.

o/o

BUY A RAM USOO OR HEAVY DUTY WITHOU'J ~ ,~IEHT P'OR 80 DAY&. AND' IF IT IJOE8N*T
DO EVERYTHING YOU ASK IT TO oo• .IIRIN& IT BACK.

1211 Poplar Street • S.nton, KY 42025

270-906-2283 or 270-205-0567

'\

4'

Specializing in Outdoor Portraits & Equines
*Portraits *Events *Families
We offer Beginner and Advanced Photography Classes!!

. BARRETT
MAINTENANCE, ·I NC.

~

PO Box 50 • Benton, KY 42025
Phone: (270) 527-2980 • Toll Free: 1-877-426-4786
.
Fax: (270) 527-2989
Give

l)S

STOP IN DURING RODEO -SALES DAYS
AND CHECK OUT OUR GREAT OFFERS
AND DoN'T MISS THE MSU NIRA RoDEO OcT. 17TH- 19TH

a call for all of your petroleum maintenance
needs
We do sign and lighting too!!!

Cal~_:!!~.~
Mon day- Friday Sam-6prn
Saturday 9arn - 4prn
S u nday See you at C hurch

' WW .

. . . . . .,.,_....._.,.,..._.~.__.~._._,..,

140~:~':s641

* f..
.....,.,., ""

M u rray. KY 42071
WWW.CAINSCHRYSLEA DODGE.JEEP.COM
(27 0) 753-6448
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